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An Algorithm to nd Formulae and Values of Minorsfor Hadamard matries: IIC. Koukouvinos, E. Lappas , M. Mitrouli y, and Jennifer SeberryzAbstratAn algorithm omputing the (n  j) (n  j); j = 1; 2; : : : minors of Hadamard matriesof order n is presented. Its implementation is analytially desribed step by step for severalvalues of n and j. For j = 7 the values of minors are omputed for the rst time. A formulaeestimating all the values of (n  j) (n  j) minors is predited.Key words and phrases: Minors, Hadamard matries, algorithm.AMS Subjet Classiation: 65F05, 65G05, 20B20.1 Minors of Hadamard matriesHadamard matries of order n have determinant nn2 . Sharpe [7℄ observed that all the (n  1)(n 1) minors of an Hadamard matrix of order n are zero or nn2 1; and that all the (n 2)(n 2)minors are zero or 2nn2 2; and that all the (n  3) (n  3) minors are zero or 4nn2 3: We notethat the maximum determinant orresponds to having the submatrix" 1 11   # or 264 1 1 11 1  1   1 375in the upper lefthand orner of the Hadamard matrix for n  2 and n  3 respetively.Theorem 1 [4℄ The (n   3)  (n   3) minors of a Hadamard matrix of order n are zero or4nn2 3:Theorem 2 [4℄ The (n  4) (n  4) minors of a Hadamard matrix of order n are zero, 8nn2 4or 16nn2 4:Estimations for the values of (n j)(n j); j = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 minors of Hadamard matriesof order n are also given in [5℄.In [4℄ was outlined a method evaluating the (n  5); (n  6); : : : ; (n  j) minors. Throughout thepaper the (n  j)  (n  j) minors are denoted by Mn j whereas the symbols + and   denote+1 and  1 respetively. For a given matrix A the symbol mij denotes the inner produt of itsrows i and j.Department of Mathematis, National Tehnial University of Athens, Zografou 15773, Athens, Greee.yDepartment of Mathematis, University of Athens, Panepistemiopolis 15784, Athens, Greee.zShool of Information Tehnology and Computer Siene, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, 2522,Australia. 1
Lemma 1 The Distribution Lemma [4℄Let H be any Hadamard matrix, of order n > 2. Then for every triple of rows of H thereare preisely n4 olumns whih are(a) (1; 1; 1)T or ( ; ; )T(b) (1; 1; )T or ( ; ; 1)T() (1; ; 1)T or ( ; 1; )T(d) (1; ; )T or ( ; 1; 1)T 2Corollary 1 Let H be any Hadamard matrix, of order n > 2. Let us denote with K a k  ksubmatrix of H, of order k > 3. Then for every triple of rows of K there are at most n4 olumnsof the form desribed in the Distribution Lemma. 2If we are onsidering the (n   j)  (n   j) minors of an Hadamard matrix of order n, thenthe rst j rows, ignoring the upper lefthand j  j matrix, have 2j 1 potentially dierent rstj elements in eah olumn. Let xT+1 the vetors ontaining the binary representation of eahinteger  + 2j 1 for  = 0; : : : ; 2j 1   1. Replae all zero entries of xT+1 by  1 and dene thej  1 vetors uk = x2j 1 k+1; k = 1; : : : ; 2j 1 (1)Let uk indiate the number of olumns beginning with the vetors uk; k = 1; : : : ; 2j 1. LetUj be the submatrix ontaining the rst j rows of the matrix and ignoring the upper lefthandj  j matrix. Then
Uj = u1z}|{1:::1 u2z}|{1:::1 : : : u2j 1 1z}|{1:::1 u2j 1z}|{1:::11:::1 1:::1 : : : 1:::1 1:::11:::1 1:::1 : : :  :::   ::: : : : : : : :: : : : : : :1:::1 1:::1 : : : 1:::1  ::: 1:::1  :::  : : :  :::   :::  (2)From the above distribution lemma we have2j 1Xi=1 ui = n  j: (3)Then it an be proved that [4℄ Mn j = nn 2j 1 jdetD (4)2
where D is the following z  z; z = 2j 1 matrix.D = 266664 n  ju1 u2( u1  u2) u3( u1  u3)    uz( u1  uz)u1( u2  u1) n  ju2 u3( u2  u3)    uz( u2  uz)... ... ... ...u1( uz  u1) u2( uz  u2) u3( uz  u3)    n  juz 377775 (5)where (  ) denotes the inner produt.We note if n = 4t, the orthogonality of the rows of the Hadamard matrix givest  j  u1 + u2 + : : : + u2j 3  t; t  j  u2j 3+1 + : : :+ u2j 2  tt  j  u2j 2+1 + : : : + u2j 2+2j 3  t; t  j  u2j 2+2j 3+1 + : : :+ u2j 1  tEah of these equations an be rewritten so the onstraints beome0  t  u1   u2   : : :  u2j 3  j; 0  t  u2j 3+1   : : :  u2j 2  j0  t  u2j 2+1   : : :   u2j 2+2j 3  j; 0  t  u2j 2+2j 3+1   : : :  u2j 1  jIn order to implement formulae (4) we must rst ompute the numbers ui; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2j 1required in (5). In the present paper, we develop expliitly the algorithm omputingMn j; j =1; 2; : : :. For the appropriate implementation of the algorithm the following notions are required.(i) Hadamard submatrixLet H be an n n Hadamard matrix. Let us suppose that M is a matrix with entries 1,of order j. We form the general matrix N = [M Uj ℄ (6)where Uj is given from (2).For every triple of rows (i; k; l); 1  i < k < l  j of N , onsider the submatrix N1 formedfrom them. Let v1; v2; v3; v4 be the number of olumns starting orrespondingly with:(a) (1; 1; 1)T or ( ; ; )T(b) (1; 1; )T or ( ; ; 1)T() (1; ; 1)T or ( ; 1; )T(d) (1; ; )T or ( ; 1; 1)TBy the orthogonality of these three lines and relation (3) we form the equations:v1 + v2   v3   v4 =  mikv1   v2 + v3   v4 =  milv1   v2   v3 + v4 =  mklv1 + v2 + v3 + v4 = n  jThis system an be solved uniquely 3
v1 = 14(n  j  mik  mil  mkl)v2 = 14(n  j  mik +mil +mkl)v3 = 14(n  j +mik  mil +mkl) (7)v4 = 14(n  j +mik +mil  mkl)If the solution of the above system has integer oordinates and satises Corollary 1, then thematrix N1 is alled a Hadamard submatrix.(ii) Inner produt equivalent matriesDenition 1 (The inner produt (IP) prole vetor.)Let us suppose that M is a matrix with entries 1, of order j. We all inner produt (IP)prole vetor for a given matrix M , the vetorIP = (m12;m13; : : : ;m1j ;m23;m24; : : : ;m2j ; : : : ;mj 1;j) 2Denition 2 Two matries will be alled inner produt (IP) equivalent if they have the sameinner produt (IP) prole vetor. 2Example 1 Let us onsider the matriesN1 = 2666664 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1  1 1 1   11 1 1    1 1   1  
3777775, N2 = 2666664 1 1 1 1 11 1 1   11 1 1 1  1 1     11 1 1    
3777775, N3 = 2666664 1 1 1 1 11   1 1 11 1   1 11     1 11   1 1  
3777775.Then the orresponding IP prole vetors are:IP1 = (3; 3; 1; 1; 1; 3; 3; 3; 1; 1) , IP2 = (3; 3; 1; 1; 1; 3; 3; 1; 3; 1) and IP3 = (3; 3; 1; 1; 1; 3; 3; 3; 1; 1).We note that although N1; N2; N3 are equivalent matries only N1 and N3 are inner produtequivalent matries, beause IP1 = IP3. 2Denition 3 Two matries with entries 1 are alled olumn equivalent if one an be obtainedfrom the other by permuting olumns and/or multiplying olumns by  1.4
2Proposition 1 If two matries are olumn equivalent then they are (IP) equivalent but not vieversa. 2Example 2 Let us onsider the matriesN1 = 266666664 1 1 1 1 1 11         11         11     1 1  1   1   1  1   1 1    
377777775, N2 = 266666664 1 1 1 1 1 11         11         11     1 1  1   1   1  1 1     1  
377777775.Matries N1 and N2 are (IP) equivalent sine they have the same IP prole vetor whih is:IP = ( 2; 2; 0; 0; 0; 6; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 2; 2; 2).We note that, although N1; N2 are (IP) equivalent matries, they are olumn inequivalent. 2(iii) Redution to the number of olumns starting with the same vetorsLet us suppose that j = 5. Then the matrix U5 of (2) will be of the form:u(1)1z }| { u(1)2z }| { u(1)3z }| { u(1)4z }| {u(2)1z }| {u(3)1 u(3)2 u(2)2z }| {u(3)3 u(3)4 u(2)3z }| {u(3)5 u(3)6 u(2)4z }| {u(3)7 u(3)8 u(2)5z }| {u(3)9 u(3)10 u(2)6z }| {u(3)11 u(3)12 u(2)7z }| {u(3)13 u(3)14 u(2)8z }| {u(3)15 u(3)161 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1                1 1 1 1         1 1 1 1        1 1     1 1     1 1     1 1    1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1  Considering the three rst rows of U5 we see that u(1)1 ; u(1)2 ; u(1)3 ; u(1)4 are the numbers of olumnsstarting respetively with: (1; 1; 1)T ; (1; 1; )T ; (1; ; 1)T ; (1; ; )T .Consider the rst four rows of U5. Then we see that u(2)1 ; u(2)2 ; u(2)3 ; u(2)4 ; u(2)5 ; u(2)6 ; u(2)7 ; u(2)8 ,respetively, are the numbers of olumns starting with:(1; 1; 1; 1)T ; (1; 1; 1; )T ; (1; 1; ; 1)T ; (1; 1; ; )T ; (1; ; 1; 1)T ; (1; ; 1; )T ; (1; ; ; 1)Tand (1; ; ; )T . Finally, onsidering the whole ve rows of U5 we see that u(3)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 16,respetively, are the numbers of olumns starting with the vetors given from formulae (1) forj = 5. We see that the following relation onnets the above numbers of olumns:u(s+1)2l 1 + u(s+1)2l = u(s)l ; l = 1; 2; : : : ; 2j 1; s  1 (8)5
2 The Algorithm omputing the (n   j)  (n   j) minors of ann n Hadamard matrix.Let H be a Hadamard matrix of order n. The following algorithm omputes the values ofMn j ; j = 1; 2; : : :.Step1: Generate all (IP) inequivalent 1 matries M , of order j with rstrow and olumn all +1.Step2: Form the general matrix, N = [M Uj ℄, of size j  n for the rst j rows of ann n Hadamard matrix H, where Uj is given from (2)Step3: For eah M test if it an be a Hadamard submatrixStep 4: For eah M speied in Step 3 do the following:Set s = 0For k = 3; 4; : : : ; jStep 5 Take the rst k lines of NSet s = s+ 1Set u(s)l the number of olumns starting withthe vetors ul = x2k 1 l+1; l = 1; : : : ; 2k 1Using the orthogonality and relation (3), formk2+1 equations whih have 2k 1 variables u(s)lsatisfying Corollary 1. Searh for all the feasiblesolutions to the system of dierent equations produed,taking into aount relation (8).Step 6 For eah feasible solution found in Step 5, use the matrix D,given from (5), to nd all possible values ofthe (n  j) (n  j) minors.Implementation of the algorithmStep 1: Generate eÆiently(IP) inequivalent matries.We reate rst all possible 1 matries M of order j with rst row and olumn all +1.Instead of reating all 2j 12j 1 matriesM , taking into aount Proposition 1, we reate onlythe olumn inequivalent matries M whih are the ombinations with repetition " 2j 1j   1 # = 2j 1 + j   22j 1   1 !. Sine two olumn inequivalent matries might be (IP) equivalent, we needto hek for dierent (IP) prole vetors after generating all olumn inequivalent matries M .For example let j = 6. Then the number of all possible matries M is 225 = 33554432, butthe number of olumn inequivalent M is only 376992. Finally the number of (IP) inequivalentmatries is 368672.Step2: 6
For eah j  j matrix M with elements 1 and rst row and olumn all 1's, we form matrixN = [M;Uj ℄. For example if j = 5, the rst ve rows of matrix N are:M u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14 u15 u161 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1                1 1 1 1         1 1 1 1        1 1     1 1     1 1     1 1    1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1  Realling that u1; u2; : : : ; u16 are the number of olumns of the kind indiated. From relation(3) we have 16Xi=1 ui = n  5: (9)From Corollary 1 it holds that 0  ui  n4 : (10)Step 3: Speify when a matrix M an be a Hadamard submatrix.For eah M and for all possible triplets (there are j3 triplets) of rows, we test if M an beHadamard submatrix. More speially, we onsider all j3 subsets of three rows of N and usethe Distribution Lemma with P2j 1i=1 ui = n  j to form a system of 4 equations in the variablesu1; : : : ; u2j 1 for eah subset. If an integer solution satisfying Corollary 1 exists for this system,then the matrix M an be a Hadamard submatrix. If a matrix M an not be a Hadamardsubmatrix we rejet it.Step 4: Generate eÆiently the required set of equations.Let us suppose that j = 6. We write N = [M;U6℄ where U6 =u1u2u3u4u5u6u7u8u9u10u11u12u13u14u15u16u17u18u19u20u21u22u23u24u25u26u27u28u29u30u31u32+ ++ + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++ ++ + + ++ + + + + + + + + +                                + ++ + + ++ +                 + + + + + + + +                + ++ +        + + + +         + + + +         + + + +        + +    + +    + +     + +     + +     + +     + +     + +    +  +   +  +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +  Realling that u1; u2; : : : ; u32 are the number of olumns of the form (1) for j = 6. M is the6 6 submatrix that will be removed in forming the (n  6) (n  6) minors.(I) k=3Let us onsider the matrix 7
M(1 : 3; :) u(1)1 u(1)2 u(1)3 u(1)41 1 1 11 1    1   1  that ontains the three rst rows of N . M(1 : 3; :) is the matrix ontaining the three rst rowsof M . Sine P4i=1 u(1)i = n  6 and by the orthogonality we form the equations:u(1)1 + u(1)2   u(1)3   u(1)4 =  m12u(1)1   u(1)2 + u(1)3   u(1)4 =  m13u(1)1   u(1)2   u(1)3 + u(1)4 =  m23u(1)1 + u(1)2 + u(1)3 + u(1)4 = n  6This system an be solved uniquelyu(1)1 = 14(n  6 m12  m13  m23)u(1)2 = 14(n  6 m12 +m13 +m23)u(1)3 = 14(n  6 +m12  m13 +m23) (11)u(1)4 = 14(n  6 +m12 +m13  m23)Corollary 1 gives that 0  u(1)i  n4 ; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and u(1)i must be integer. Sine in thenext step for k = 4 we will have 7 equations with 8 unknowns we need one oordinate of thesolution u(1)i ; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 aording to whih we will express the range of values of one of the8 unknowns variables of the next step, following relation (8) . Let us suppose that for eah (IP)we keep the oordinate u(1)4 .(II) k=4Similarly to (I) let us reate the matrixM(1 : 4; :) u(2)1 u(2)2 u(2)3 u(2)4 u(2)5 u(2)6 u(2)7 u(2)81 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1        1 1     1 1    1   1   1   1  that ontains the four rst rows of N . M(1 : 4; :) ontains the rst four rows of M. Using theorthogonality and sineP8i=1 u(2)i = n 6 we reate a system of 7 equations with 8 unknowns. Wesolve the system symbolially and we suppose that the solution u(2)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 is expressedas a funtion of the variable u(2)8 .u(2)1 = 1=4  (n  6 m23  m24  m34)  u(2)88
u(2)2 = 1=4  (m34  m13 +m24  m12) + u(2)8u(2)3 = 1=4  (m34  m14 +m23  m12) + u(2)8u(2)4 = 1=4  (n  6 m34 +m13 +m14)  u(2)8 (12)u(2)5 = 1=4  (m24  m14 +m23  m13) + u(2)8u(2)6 = 1=4  (n  6 m24 +m12 +m14)  u(2)8u(2)7 = 1=4  (n  6 m23 +m12 +m13)  u(2)8Eah u(2)i is a positive integer satisfying 0  u(2)i  n4 ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8. For all possible (IP )and the solution u(1)4 as found from (11) we must speify the possible values of the parameteru(2)8 . Sine u(2)7 + u(2)8 = u(1)4 and thus u(2)8 = u(1)4   u(2)7  u(1)4 (u(2)7 is always a non negativenumber) the range of values for u(2)8 is from 0 to u(1)4 . We now ompute, for all the possiblevalues of u(2)8 the integer values of the remaining u(2)i satisfying Corollary 1. Sine in the nextstep for k = 5 we will have 11 equations with 16 unknowns we need four oordinates of thesolution u(2)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 aording to whih we will express the range of values of four ofthe 16 unknowns variables of the next step, following relation (8). Let us suppose that for eah(IP) we keep the oordinates u(2)4 ; u(2)6 ; u(2)7 ; u(2)8 .(III) k=5Similarly to (I),(II) we reate the matrix ontaining the rst ve rows of N . By orthogonality,the relation P16i=1 u(3)i = n   6 and by expressing symbolially, as a funtion of the variablesu(3)8 ; u(3)12 ; u(3)14 ; u(3)15 ; u(3)16 , the solution of the 11 equations produed with 16 unknowns we get:u(3)1 = 1=2  (n  6)  1=4  (m45 +m25 +m35  m15  m12 +m23  m13+m24 +m34  m14)  u(3)8   u(3)12   u(3)14   u(3)15   3  u(3)16u(3)2 =  1=4  (n  6 m45  m25  m35 +m15 +m12 +m13 +m14)+u(3)8 + u(3)12 + u(3)14 + 2  u(3)16u(3)3 =  1=4  (n  6 m45 +m15 +m12 +m13  m24  m34 +m14)+u(3)8 + u(3)12 + u(3)15 + 2  u(3)16u(3)4 = 1=4  (n  6 m45 +m15 +m14)  u(3)8   u(3)12   u(3)16u(3)5 =  1=4  (n  6 m35 +m15 +m12  m23 +m13  m34 +m14)+u(3)8 + u(3)14 + u(3)15 + 2  u(3)16 (13)u(3)6 = 1=4  (n  6 m35 +m15 +m13)  u(3)8   u(3)14   u(3)16u(3)7 = 1=4  (n  6 m34 +m13 +m14)  u(3)8   u(3)15   u(3)16u(3)9 =  1=4  (n  6 m25 +m15 +m12 +m13  m23  m24 +m14)+u(3)12 + u(3)14 + u(3)15 + 2  u(3)16u(3)10 = 1=4  (n  6 +m15  m25 +m12)  u(3)12   u(3)14   u(3)159
u(3)11 = 1=4  (n  6 +m14  m24 +m12)  u(3)12   u(3)15   u(3)16u(3)13 = 1=4  (n  6 +m13  m23 +m12)  u(3)14   u(3)15   u(3)16It holds that u(3)2i 1 + u(3)2i = u(2)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8; where eah u(3)i is a positive integer satisfying0  u(3)i  n4 ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 16. For eah (IP) and the oordinates u(2)4 ; u(2)6 ; u(2)7 ; u(2)8 foundfrom (12), we speify the possible values of the parameters u(3)8 ; u(3)12 ; u(3)14 ; u(3)16 . These are in thefollowing range 0  u(3)8  u(2)4 , 0  u(3)12  u(2)6 , 0  u(3)14  u(2)7 and 0  u(3)16  u(2)8 . Sineu(3)15 + u(3)16 = u(2)8 and thus u(3)15 = u(2)8   u(3)16 , the range of values of u(3)15 is speied from u(3)16 .In the sequel, for all the possible values of u(3)8 ; u(3)12 ; u(3)14 ; u(3)15 and u(3)16 we ompute the integervalues of the rest u(3)i satisfying Corollary 1. Sine in the next step for k = 6 we will have 16equations with 32 unknowns, we need eleven oordinates of the solution u(3)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 16aording to whih we will express the range of values of ten out of the 32 unknowns variables ofthe next step, following relation (8). Let us suppose that for eah (IP) we keep the oordinatesu(3)4 ; u(3)6 ; u(3)7 ; u(3)8 ; u(3)10 ; u(3)11 ; u(3)12 ; u(3)13 ; u(3)14 ; u(3)15 ; u(3)16 .(IV) k=6Similarly to (I),(II),(III) let us reate the matrix ontaining the rst six rows of N . Byorthogonality, the relation P32i=1 u(4)i = n   6, and by solving symbolially the system of theprodued equations as a funtion of the variables u(4)8 ; u(4)12 ; u(4)14 ; u(4)15 ; u(4)16 ; u(4)20 ; u(4)22 ; u(4)23 ; u(4)24 ; andu(4)i ; i = 26; 27; : : : ; 32 we get:u(4)1 = (n  6) + 1=2  (m13 +m14 +m15 +m16 +m12) + 14  ( m23  m24 m25  m26  m34  m35  m36  m45  m46  m56) u(4)26   u(4)8   u(4)12   u(4)14   u(4)15   u(4)29   u(4)23   u(4)27   u(4)20   u(4)22 3(u(4)16   u(4)31   u(4)24   u(4)30   u(4)28 )  6u(4)32u(4)2 =  1=2  (n  6 +m16) + 14  ( m13  m14  m15 +m26 +m36 +m46 +m56  m12)+u(4)8 + u(4)12 + u(4)14 + u(4)20 + u(4)22 + u(4)26 + 2(u(4)16 + u(4)24 + u(4)28 + u(4)30 ) + 3u(4)32u(4)3 =  1=2  (n  6 m15) + 14  ( m13  m14  m16 +m25 +m35 +m45 +m56  m12)+u(4)8 + u(4)12 + u(4)15 + u(4)20 + u(4)23 + u(4)27 + 2(u(4)16 + u(4)24 + u(4)28 + u(4)31 ) + 3u(4)32u(4)4 = 14  (n  6 +m15 +m16  m56)  u(4)8   u(4)12   u(4)16   u(4)20   u(4)24   u(4)28   u(4)32u(4)5 =  12  (n  6 m14) + 14  ( m13  m15  m16 +m24 +m34 +m45 +m46  m12)+u(4)8 + u(4)14 + u(4)15 + u(4)22 + u(4)23 + u(4)29 + 2(u(4)16 + u(4)24 + u(4)30 + u(4)31 ) + 3u(4)32u(4)6 = 14  (n  6 +m14 +m16  m46)  u(4)8   u(4)14   u(4)16   u(4)22   u(4)24   u(4)30   u(4)32 (14)u(4)7 = 14  (n  6 +m14 +m15  m45)  u(4)8   u(4)15   u(4)16   u(4)23   u(4)24   u(4)31   u(4)3210
u(4)9 =  12  (n  6 +m13) + 14  ( m14  m15  m16 +m23 +m34 +m35 +m36  m12)+u(4)12 + u(4)14 + u(4)15 + u(4)26 + u(4)27 + u(4)29 + 2(u(4)16 + u(4)28 + u(4)30 + u(4)31 ) + 3u(4)32u(4)10 = 14  (n  6 +m13 +m16  m36)  u(4)12   u(4)14   u(4)16   u(4)26   u(4)28   u(4)30   u(4)32u(4)11 = 14  (n  6 +m13 +m15  m35)  u(4)12   u(4)15   u(4)16   u(4)27   u(4)28   u(4)31   u(4)32u(4)13 = 14  (n  6 +m13 +m14  m34)  u(4)14   u(4)15   u(4)16   u(4)29   u(4)30   u(4)31   u(4)32u(4)17 =  12  (n  6 +m12) + 14  ( m13  m14  m15  m16 +m23 +m24 +m25 +m26)+u(4)20 + u(4)22 + u(4)23 + u(4)26 + u(4)27 + u(4)29 + 2  (u(4)24 + u(4)28 + u(4)30 + u(4)31 + 3u(4)32 )u(4)18 = 14  (n  6 +m16  m26 +m12   u(4)26   u(4)20   u(4)22   u(4)24   u(4)28   u(4)30   u(4)32 )u(4)19 = 14  (n  6 +m15  m25 +m12   u(4)27   u(4)20   u(4)23   u(4)24   u(4)28   u(4)31   u(4)32u(4)21 = 14  (n  6 +m14  m24 +m12   u(4)29   u(4)22   u(4)23   u(4)24   u(4)30   u(4)31   u(4)32 )u(4)25 = 14  (n  6 +m13  m23 +m12   u(4)29   u(4)26   u(4)27   u(4)28   u(4)30   u(4)31   u(4)32 )It holds that u(4)2i 1+u(4)2i = u(3)i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 16; where eah u(4)k is a positive integer satisfying0  uk  n4 ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; 32. For eah (IP) and u(3)4 ; u(3)7 ; u(3)8 ; u(3)10 ; u(3)11 ; u(3)12 ; u(3)13 ; u(3)14 ; u(3)15 ; u(3)16found from (13) we speify the possible values of the parameters of (14). The following inequal-ities hold: u(4)31 = u(3)16   u(4)32 and 0  u(4)32  u(3)16u(4)29 = u(3)15   u(4)30 and 0  u(4)30  u(3)15u(4)27 = u(3)14   u(4)28 and 0  u(4)28  u(3)140  u(4)26  u(3)13u(4)23 = u(3)12   u(4)24 and 0  u(4)24  u(3)120  u(4)22  u(3)110  u(4)20  u(3)10u(4)15 = u(3)8   u(4)16 and 0  u(4)16  u(3)80  u(4)14  u(3)70  u(4)12  u(3)60  u(4)8  u(3)4
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3 Conlusions and open problemsThe results obtained from the proposed algorithm, after testing it up to the (n 7) ase, produedthe values of minors presented in the following table:order Values of Minorsn-1 0; nn2 1n-2 0; 2nn2 2n-3 0; 4nn2 3n-4 0; 8nn2 4; 16nn2 4n-5 0; 16nn2 5; 32nn2 5; 48nn2 5n-6 0; 32nn2 6; 64nn2 6; 96nn2 6; 128nn2 6; 160nn2 6n-7 0; 64nn2 7; 128nn2 7; 192nn2 7; 256nn2 7; 320nn2 7; 384nn2 7; 448nn2 7;512nn2 7; 576nn2 7 Table 1Remark 1 We see that as the value of n  j dereases the range of values of the orrespondingminors Mn j inreases. We notie that the following formulae holds:Mn j = 0; or p  nn2 j; j = 0; 1; 2; : : :where for the evaluation of the oeÆient p the following proedure is adopted:Set p = 2j 1Set s = maxjdet(A)jwhere A an j  j matrix with all elements 1's.Set k = 1repeatp = k  pk = k + 1untilp = s.Atually, as we an see from the above Table 1, the oeÆients of the last value of eah minorare 1; 2; 4; 16; 48; 160; 576 whih are the maximum values of the determinants of the 1matries of orders 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; and 7 respetively, see for example [3℄ and the referenes therein.Thus the number of the values appearing for eah Mn j will be s2j 1 . We onjeture that then   8 minors an take the values k  27  nn2 8; k = 1; 2; : : : ; 409627 = 32 sine the maximumdeterminant of an 8  8 matrix with all elements 1's is 4096, whih is the determinant of aHadamard matrix of order 8.The algorithm theoretially an proeed to the omputation of any n  j minor. As j inreasesa diÆult step of the algorithm onerns the onstrution of all possible j  j matries M withentries 1. An eÆient proedure to onstrut all the inequivalent 1 matries M is under12
investigation. A parallel implementation of the above algorithm is also under researh. If wean manage to implement the algorithm up to the n  15 ase, then we an get an estimation ofthe maximum determinant of the 15  15 matrix with all elements 1's, whih is an unsolvedproblem. However, it has been onjetured in [1℄ that this maximum determinant should be214  36  35, and an example of suh a matrix attaining this value was also given in [1℄.Referenes[1℄ J.H.E. Cohn, Almost D-optimal designs, Utilitas Math., 57 (2000), 121-128.[2℄ A.V.Geramita and J.Seberry, Orthogonal Designs: Quadrati Forms and Hadamard Matri-es, Marel Dekker, New York-Basel, 1979.[3℄ C. Koukouvinos, M. Mitrouli and J. Seberry, Bounds on the maximum determinant for(1; 1) matries, Bull. Inst. Combin. Appl., 29 (2000), 39-48.[4℄ C. Koukouvinos, M. Mitrouli and J. Seberry, An algorithm to nd formulae and values ofminors of Hadamard matries, Linear Algebra and its Appl., 330 (2001), 129-147.[5℄ J. Day and B. Peterson, Growth in Gaussian elimination, Amer. Math. Monthly, 95 (1988),489-513.[6℄ J. Seberry Wallis, Hadamard Matries, Part IV, Combinatoris: Room Squares, Sum FreeSets and Hadamard Matries, Leture Notes in Mathematis, Vol. 292, eds. W. D. Wallis,Anne Penfold Street and Jennifer Seberry Wallis, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-NewYork, 1972.[7℄ F. R. Sharpe, The maximum value of a determinant, Bull. Amer. Math. So., 14 (1907),121-123.
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